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Chapter 1.
Preface

Looking at the global development trend in recent years, the rapid progress in the

application of emerging technologies has pushed enterprises to actively carry out digital
transformation and upgrading as well as to develop innovative business models. Meanwhile,

the US-China trade competition, the rise of India and Southeast Asian countries, and the

pandemic of the severe infectious Covid-19 have led to drastic changes in the trend of global
economic trade, such that countries need to re-examine the layout of their industrial chains

on a global scale. In addition, environmental sustainability issues such as extreme climate
disasters caused by the greenhouse effect, accelerated ecological catastrophes caused by

excessive resource consumption, etc. are important challenges that countries around the
world cannot ignore .

Cities are the center of a country's population and economy, as well as a microcosm

of the country's development. In order to pursue quality of life, people tend to choose to

reside and lie in urban areas in order to secure more and better job opportunities, daily
necessities and services (such as education or health care). It is estimated by the United

Nations that the proportion of population living in cities will increase from 55% in 2018 to
68% in 2050. Essentially, the problems that countries around the world are currently facing,

such as resource allocation, rights protection, or optimization of the living environment,

will become more challenging by 2050. These issues poses an extreme challenge to city
managers in terms of how to maintain the competitiveness and prosperity of cities.

Taipei City is equipped with adequate urban infrastructure, friendly and safe living

environment, plus high-tech industries and innovative energy in line with the world,
making it an important financial, commercial and high-tech city in Taiwan and the Asia

region. Looking towards major challenges in the future, the Taipei City Government
upholds a vision of "making Taipei a livable and sustainable city". By analyzing global

forward-looking development trends and the current situations of Taipei's industry, future

key industries of Taipei City that can help deal with future challenges while meeting the
needs of the international market are targeted for planning of the promotion strategies of

relevant policies. It is expected, through the guidance and drive of the urban resources, that
existing industries can get a boost for upgrade and transformation and emerging industries
can successfully enter the market quickly. Ultimately, the core strength of Taipei City for
sustainable development will be enhanced.
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Chapter 2.

Future Industry Development Strategies of Taipei
City
I. Policy Framework for Future
Key Industries of Taipei City

Through the analysis of the future

development trends at home and abroad
and an overview of the current industry

status of Taipei City, Taipei City Government
found that under Taipei's vision of a

"livable and sustainable" city, the City may

adopt "smart living", "healthy living"and

"sustainable environment" as the direction
for urban development in the future. In
addition, future industrial development
will be formed by existing industrial
clusters through cross-domain and crossindustry cooperation, along with innovative

technologies across horizontal applications.
Digital transformation will be undertaken to
form emerging industrial patterns.

As one of the important gateways

for Taiwan's foreign trade and economic

cooperation, Taipei City has the advantages of

digital infrastructure, a complete ecosystem
of innovation and entrepreneurship, and

the convergence of diverse talents. At
the moment when foreign capital and
Taiwanese businesses are investing more

than ever in Taiwan, in line with Taipei

City's vision of a "livable and sustainable"
city and the City's development direction
of "smart living", "healthy living" and

"sustainable environment", it is suitable to
06

position Taipei City as an "innovative and

smart hub headquarters" for enterprises

while promoting seven industries, namely
"Smart Retail" , "Exhibition Industry" ,
"Tourism Industr y", "Digital Content",

"Smart Health", "Smart Energ y" and
"Circular Design", as the key industries

in the future that are suitable for the
development of Taipei City. It is expected,

with the characteristics of quality digital
infrastructure, a mature ecosystem of
innovation and entrepreneurship, and the

convergence of diverse talents, that the

foundation for the promotion of Taipei's

industries can be built for the prosperous

development of the seven key industries in
Taipei in the future.
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Global forward-looking
development trends

●
●

●

●

●

Future Industry
Development Strategies of
Taipei City

Conclusion

Environmental changes in Taiwan

Aging society and low birth rate

●

Smart economy and industr y
transformation

Public participation and public
aﬀairs

●

Environmental sustainability
and the energy crisis

●

Talent ﬂow and education

●

An aging population and an
imbalance in the demographic
structure
Te c h n o l o g y d i ﬀ u s i o n a n d
cross-industry innovation

Resource scarcity and environmental sustainability

References

Keys for future city development
●
●

●

●

Green services ecosphere

Urban governance and local
culture

Convenient facilities and innovative entrepreneurship

Living labs and healthcare

Changes in the international
situation and the rise of civil
awareness

Future scenario analysis

Realize the vision of a livable and sustainable city

Smart living

Smart
Retail

Healthy living

Industry
development
positioning

Tourism

Headquarters for
innovative,
smart hubs

Exhibition

Digital
infrastructure

Environmental sustainability
Smart
Healthcare
Digital
Content

Innovative entrepreneurial
ecosystem

Characteristics of the industry
environment

●

●

●

Clustering and entrepreneurial
atmosphere

Strong ICT and cultural foundation

High international visibility and
ample high-end talent

Comprehensive industry foundation

Key/niche industries

●

●

●

High-tech industry: Electronic
ICT, biotech and medicine

Commodities: Retail, healthcare and social services, publishing /video production and
broadcasting, and ICT services

High added-value industries:
Professional science and technol-

●

●

ogy services, ﬁnancial services

●

Circular
Design

Diverse
talent

Foundation for oting industries

Status of Taipei’s industries

●

Smart
Energy

Overview of industry clusters
Traditional industry clusters (e.g.,
the garment industry, designed

and sold in Taipei City and manufactured in New Taipei City/Yilan/Keelung)

High-tech industry clusters (e.g.,
the computer electronics and
ICT industry, R&D and applications ervice design conducted in

Taipei city; manufacturing takes
place in New Taipei City/Taoyuan/Hsinchu)
High value-added professional
service clusters (e.g., ﬁnance;

media and culture; and professional, scientiﬁc, and technical
services)

Figure 1. Policy Framework for Future Key Industries of Taipei City
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II. Future Key Industries of
Taipei City
(I) Smart Retail Industry

Smart retail refers to a data-driven

reta i l m o d e l ce n te re d o n co n s u m e r

incorporating business intelligence analysis

into the construction of a new consumer

service model of "personalization" and
"customization".

1. Future industrial scenarios

The smart retail industry can integrate

experience, which utilizes technologies

and analyze consumers'purchase information

data, artificial intelligence, electronic

accurate and convenient ser vices for

such as the Internet of Things (IOT), big
payment, and experience technology, while
+

Smart Retail

through digital technology, so as to provide
different consumers with suitable product

buy anytime, pickup anywhere.

Creating a convenient, smart city that supports

Shopping Made Easy
with Virtual Wardrobes

Utilize AR/VR/MR technology paired with
your measurements to rapidly mix and

match clothes and accessories that you like,
making every store a part of your wardrobe
and building your own fashion proﬁle!
#Hologram #BigDataAnalysis #AI

Shopping With VR

Virtualized brick-and-mortar stores lengthen

the anticipation we feel when shopping and
make the experience less tedious and tiring.
With big data analysis, you are better able to
ﬁnd products that satisfy your demands,
making shopping eﬃcient and fun

#IntegratingTheVirtualWithReality
#VR #BigDataAnalysis
Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Retail Industry
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recommendations before shopping, and

d i st r i b u t i o n s y st e m s s u c h a s d r o n e

of fashion and products through virtual

Moreover, deliver y status can be sent

experience the suitability and applicability
reality technology during shopping. As well,
consumers can choose multiple payment

methods through tools such as online
platforms, mobile vehicles, or physical
means according to customers'preferences
during shopping, and can automatically

have commodities delivered to locations
of consumers' choices for pickup through
+

Smart Retail

vehicles or smart logistics after shopping.

back to the system to ensure consumers
and retailers are updated on the delivery
stat u s o f t h e co m m o d i t i e s . O v e ra l l ,
customers get to enjoy the convenience

of a "free-hand" style of shopping without

having to carry purchases on their own
from the shopping trip.

buy anytime, pickup anywhere.

Creating a convenient, smart city that supports

Pay with a Blink of the Eye!

Utilize biometric technology anytime for

authentication purposes. Integrate diﬀerent
payment methods to enable convenient
payment and better expenditure-tracking.
#Biometrics #IntegratedPayement
#InformationSecurity

Hands-free Shopping

Let drones deliver the products you buy to

free your hands; never feel overwhelmed by
shopping bags anymore.

#DroneLogistics #BigDataAnalysis
#SpatialDimensionComputing #IoT

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Retail Industry
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2. Industrial Development Strategies

In order to promote the develop-

ment of the smart retail industry, first it is

necessary to improve the infrastructure
of innovative services and application capabilities to meet the needs of industrial
transformation. As well, we are to encourage the industry's willingness for industrial
transformation and innovation investment,
support the provision of accurate support

services across domains and industries,

and strengthen the availability and conve-

to accelerate the popularization of
electronic payment. In addition, the
work is also to assist in facilitating

the sharing services of cross-platform

electronic payment. Not only is the
preparation for the introduction of

electronic payments to be streamlined,
but also the ultimate goal of payment

channel sharing is implemented, thereby
retailers' willingness to introduce
electronic payments is strengthened.

nience of retail innovative services, in order

(3) Introduction of smart logistics: The idea

the consumption experience. It is expected

platform through linking retailers in

to increase the output value and optimize
that Taipei will be built into a convenient
and smart city with the retail capacity of

"shopping anytime, picking-up anywhere".
The relevant industrial development strategies are as follows:

Strategy 1 : Improvement on infrastructure

The strategy is to strengthen the infrastructure of information flow, cash flow and

logistics to meet the needs of industrial
transformation.

(1) Employment of information and com-

munication equipment: The work is to
assist the City's commercial venues in

improving their infrastructure of IoT information and communications, such
as Wi-Fi networks and optical fiber fixed

lines, to support the transformation and
upgrading of the retail service industry.

(2) Promotion of electronic payment: To

provide convenience for consumers,
support mechanisms are planned

10

for electronic payment infrastructure

is to build a common consumption

business circles, optimize the shopping
experience and marketing efficiency
through a single channel, and shape
exclusive services in the business circle,

such as cross-border e-commerce,

home deliver y on demand, etc., to
ultimately create economies of scale
through the integration of the overall

needs of retailers in the business circle.
In addition, the concept is also to form

strategic cooperation with logistics

platforms to quickly implement smart
logistics services in accordance with

the characteristics and conditions of
different business circles, including

consideration of limited resources and
technical capabilities. Work can also be

done in the deployment of an exclusive

smart logistics maintenance system
and team for the advantages of diverse

distribution and better understanding of
consumer groups over time.

Future Industry
Development Strategies of
Taipei City

Smart Retail
Industry
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Industry

Tourism
Industry

Digital Content
Industry

Smart Health
Industry

Smart Energy
Industry

Circular Design
Industry

Strategy 2 : Encouragement for Industrial

are explored, including holding creative

The strategy is to encourage industries to

celerate the exploration and collection of

innovation

participate in digital transformation while

introducing innovative applications of
emerging technologies.

(1) Fostering of introduction of technology:

The idea is to provide related support
services for businesses interested in
introducing retail technologies. Other

than incentives and subsidies or pref-

erential loans to businesses, plans of

incentive measures are promoted for

retail transformation , including consulting subsidies available to featured
retailers for their image-reshaping de-

sign, applicable discounts due to their
transformation expenses, rent reduction, preferential interests rates, and tax

reduction, among other related supporting measures.

(2) Acceleration in innovative applications: In
view of service demand gaps existing in the
retail business venue or related industry ,

localized innovative application services

competitions such as hackathons to acideas about innovative applications. Also,

matchmaking between retail industry
players and technical teams is underway

to improve consumer complaints, aiming to resolve challenges that regional
business circles face. In addition, the
challenges is also to shape the innovative

cooperation atmosphere through the B2G
(Business-to-Government) public services, accelerate the co-prosperity cooperation of the retail service value chain,

and advance public applications while
creating rigid demand for retail tech-

nologies, to ultimately give birth to the

implementation of commercialization of
potential retail services.

(3) Strengthening the empirical venues: The
idea is to expand the empirical venues

to enable the opening (e.g. business circles) and closing (e.g. underground busi-

ness streets) of real business settings,

etc., to ensure that innovative services
can meet the actual consumption sce-
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narios, and to form a value chain to support services in accordance with different venues and characteristics. This will

technical applications to implement
thematic empirical venues.

ultimately shape a service ecosystem

Strategy 3 : Assistance to stores for

cross-domain service integration and

The strategy is to accelerate the introduction

is to build common infrastructure for

increasing output value and optimizing

based on retail technologies through
localized field trials. In addition, the goal
significant business venues, including

IOT, 5G communications, cloud services,
smart sensing and other software and

hardware, to assist micro-retailers in
reducing their initial resource consump-

tion up front. Finally, cooperation is underway with enterprises to develop, test
and verify products and services in spe-

cial empirical zones where field experiment plans are conducted for innovative

retail services such as AVR and other

transformation

of retail technologies by local retailers while
consumers'experience

(1) Establishment of a business information

platform: The plan is to build a smart
sensing service network, integrate and

introduce sensing devices to connect

transportation hubs and commercial

venues, and to provide useful information related to retail innovation trans-

formation and value-added services
through integration of the commercial

data stored by the Taipei City Government, including information of businesses stored in the Department of

Economic Development, information
of traffic flow, people flow in the MRT,
surveillance images, and consumption

records under EasyCard, etc. stored in

the Department of Transportation. The

aim is to implement independent data

12
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exchange and data sharing through the

and other approaches. In addition, the

interfaces. In addition, business infor-

retailers'transformation. Apart from the

connection of commercial data via API
mation is displayed on a graphic dash-

board in real-time, and target informa-

plan is also to expand consultation for
existing brand image and design consultation, emerging technologies and inno-

tion is converged and sorted based on

vative applications are introduced into

according to the needs and purposes of

project, while benchmark cases are

modular analysis and forecasting tools
optimized public services. For example,

manufacturer's logistics distribution

and consumers' behaviors are analyzed

according to characteristics and target
groups of different business venues, to
improve service efficiency. Moreover,

with reminders of abnormal events,
the aim is to strengthen the municipal
government's response efficiency to

changes in the industrial environment,

as well as the benefits of urban smart
governance and business decision-making. Finally, the concept is to gradually
optimize the most suitable products and

services, business models, and supporting policy tools for each business circle

in accordance with differentiated anal-

ysis, while testifying the effectiveness
of policies in the promotion of the retail

industry with objective data to enhance
the efficiency of the municipal government's administration.

(2) Optimizing consumers'experience: The

the retailers'transformation counseling
established with a beacon effect. More-

over, relevant activities are held, such as
workshops, field visits to retailer sites,

and sales demonstrations, to showcase
the substantial transformation benefits,

thus enhancing the willingness of retailers for retail transformation and to further catalyze the chain effect of engage-

ment in retail transformation by various
business circles.

(3) Strengthening transformation capability: To ensure the sustainable operation

of the new retail model, assistances is
provided to enterprises in cultivating internal operating teams where business

owners and employees are trained to
cultivate their awareness ad the capacity of innovative applications and their

problem-solving experience through the

collaborative approach of industry, academia and research, based on practical
scenarios as a training field.

idea is to create retail transformation
guidelines to assist retailers in allocating
suitable transformation plans, demand

resources and recommend practices,

as well as to further accelerate service
promotion through the collaboration
of innovative exhibitions, workshops

13
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exchange, thus further integrating

(II) Exhibition Industry

T h e ex h i b i t i o n i n d u st r y u p h o l d s

t h e ba s i s o f s e r v i ce s , t h e m ea n s o f
resource integration, and the theme of

conventions and exhibitions, creating an
industry to serve the purpose of driving

information of transportation, catering,

and leisure for the offering of customized
itineraries.

1. Future industrial scenarios

The exhibition industry is to integrate

other satellite industries. In the future,

the ecosystem of exhibition services and

business opportunities based on Internet

accumulate business information about

the exhibition industry is to identify new
technologies through the collection and

analysis of various data, striving to establish

a "user-centric" platform for information
+

Exhibition

Making MICE
Attendance Exciting!

peripheral supporting industries, and to

relevant behaviors of exhibitors and visitors
to the exhibitions. Accordingly, information
is converged and summarized about

Creating the Greatest
MICE-Friendly City in Asia

Big data analysis techniques will be employed to dissect
visitor preferences. The data will then be processed

using AI to design travel itineraries that embrace local

humanities and culture. Who said that exhibitions were
only about work.? Life-centered digital applications
bring visitors closer to our city.

#BigDataAnalysis #SmartCity #AI

Boarding
the Exhibition Visual Express!

Augmented reality and virtual reality applications will be

used to introduce product and service content to transcend

spatial limitations and provide a refreshing visual experience. These applications eliminate tedious paper-based

introductions while fully conveying product content, signiﬁcantly enhancing transaction opportunities.
#ARapplication #VirtualRepresentation
#NewServicePromotionAndInteraction

Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Energy Industry
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the preferences of targeted participating

entertainment are to be provided to

reality are introduced to deepen the

with their characteristics. Also, a one-

groups, while technologies such as virtual
experience of both the exhibitors and the
visitors during the exhibition process. In
addition, in line with the theme of the

exhibition, exhibitors and visitors are
to receive marketing feeds for potential
cooperation opportunities to increase

mutual business contact and negotiation

opportunities. During the exhibition
period, advices on the planning of food,
clothing, housing, transportation, and
+

Exhibition

visitors to the exhibition in accordance
stop integrated service to shorten the lead
time and searching costs of the visitors is

used, so that visitors may engage in other
business, recreational and consumption

activities during the exhibition period;
therefore, serving the purpose of extending

the link between the City and exhibitors
and visitors, and expanding the overall

e co n o m i c b e n e f i ts o f t h e ex h i b i t i o n
industry and the theme industry.

Creating the Greatest
MICE-Friendly City in Asia

Connecting
Virtual Exhibition Ecospheres!

AR/VR devices and technologies will be used to lift geographic and

mobility restrictions. The virtual exhibition will make remote attendance possible. For example, medical equipment exhibitions will be
able to demonstrate surgical procedures, while tourism exhibitions

will showcase popular overseas destinations. Exhibition venues can
be expanded into the horizon by merging service and application.

#VR #AR #IntegratedDisplay #ExhibitionWithoutB orders

Facial Recognition Made Easy:
Your Personal Exhibition Friend

Consumer preferences can be determined through facial
recognition/detection and big data analysis, providing
attendees with the most accurate content, greatly
enhancing eﬃciency.

#FacialRecognition #BigDataAnalysis
#PreferenceAnalysis
Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Energy Industry
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2. Industrial Development Strategies

To promote the development of the

exhibition industry, first of all, it is necessary
to improve the common infrastructure

of innovative ser vices, strengthen the

introduction and training of exhibition

s e r v i ce p ro fe s s i o n a l s , a n d i n teg rate
exhibition-related support services, so as to
increase the rate of reusing the exhibition
services. It is expected that Taipei City is

to become the first friendly city providing

"turn-key customized solutions" in the Asian
MICE community. The relevant industrial
development strategies are as follows:

Strategy 1: Integration of the ecosystem
of supporting services

The strategy is to integrate peripheral
support services surrounding the exhibition
while optimizing the service ecosystem.

(1) Connection with high-quality manufacturers: The idea is to connect Taipei's ex-

hibition and peripheral support industry
sparticipants, as well as information of

products and services, to improve the
information of the value ecosystem of
the exhibition industry, and to accelerate the cross-domain integration plan-

ning of products and services. Moreover,
through the screening of high-quality

manufacturers, identifying enterprises

with potential or leading capacity which
can be integrated to jointly strengthen
the pre-demands of the service value

chain and to enhance service quality
and customer satisfaction.

(2) Integration of necessary services: The
16

plan is to design future service scenarios

and to modularize products and services
t h ro u g h o u t sta ge s i n a cco rd a n ce

with the development needs of the

exhibition industry and the gap existing
in the supply of derivative services.
Accordingly, assistances is provided to

international business travelers for their
planning and arrangements prior to
their trips, including accommodation,

transportation, food, etc. where the

most suitable advices and one-stop

booking, payment and other service
platforms are available according to
customers' preferences and needs.

(3) Creation of experience in leisure and

recreation: The concept is to collect relevant information about participants
at international exhibitions in Taipei,
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analyze and study the characteristics of

ogy licensing, benefit sharing, or user

cially their behavior preferences related

tances available to the exhibition with

major business visitors to Taiwan, espeto leisure and recreation on top of their

basic personal information. Accordingly,
thematic leisure programs and market-

ing exposure strategies can be formed
in accordance with resources such as

Taipei City's rich cultural characteristics,

historical sites and special recreational
attractions in the region where site visit-

ing embedded with unique and humanistic itineraries can be arranged by seasons and festivals, thus overall boosting
the substantial benefits to peripheral
industries.

Strategy 2 : Deployment of IOT infrastructure

The strategy is to construct the IOT infrastructure for the exhibition venues by link-

ing information, communications and telecommunications industries.

(1) Construction of the IoT infrastructure:

The idea is to construct common infra-

charge. Accordingly, not only is assisaccess to innovation technologies, and
to exhibition providers with the ability to

expand their service scope and increase
their corporate users, but also assistances are available from the exhibition pro-

viders to assist exhibition participants in

obtaining a more convenient and comfortable experience while participating
in the exhibition. Overall, this model is to

strengthen customer loyalty and return
rate, while creating a long-term source
of income for the industry.

(3) Integration of virtual and real services:
The concept is to assist exhibitors or

business travelers who encounter special conditions (such as pandemics, natural disasters, etc.) to participate in online exhibitions, through virtual reality or

robotics and other technologies, to give
full play to the on-site effect, thereby expanding the benefits of the exhibition.

structure for signifying exhibition venues,

Strategy 3 : Strengthening the capacity of

services, smart sensing and other soft-

The strategy is to assist exhibition profes-

source consumption for the exhibition

consultation and trainings provided.

including IOT, 5G communications, cloud
ware and hardware, so as to reduce re-

venues and the exhibitors prior to the
exhibition.

(2) Planning of a win-win model: The plan

is to allow individual enterprises to implement cross-industry applications of

common products and services through
cooperation models such as technol-

the industry professionals

sionals in acquiring necessary skills through

(1) Creating a learning hub: The concept is

to integrate industry-academia-research
resources and construct relevant courses for building capacities required for

constructing innovation services for the
exhibition. In addition to static teaching

resources, actual practice training is car17
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ried out in combination with practical
environments signifying exhibitions.

(2) Consultation for on-the-job training:

The idea is to assist relevant enterprises

in the exhibition ecosystem to conduct
on-the-job trainings for talent training

and skill upgrading, to strengthen talent

transformation, and , to provide consultation and guidance on value-added
applications, while expanding promotion benefits, based on the required for-

ward-looking skills, such as event data

analysis, applications of technological
aids, value-added services, etc.

18
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1. Future industrial scenarios

The tourism industry is to integrate in-

The tourism industry includes the trav-

formation about catering and accommoda-

ism and amusement industry. In the future,

tourist preferences, and to provide tourists

el industry, the hotel industry, and the tourthe tourism industry is to integrate tourism
services and the use of information tech-

nology to provide passengers with seamless and friendly travel information services
before, during and after passengers' travel.

As well, the tourism industry is to master

the huge data analysis function of cloud

technology, grasp the development trend

of social media and mobile technology, and
gradually integrate and promote new tourism services. Through the improvement of
tourism and recreation services.
+

Tourism

tion, tourist attractions, transportation, and

planning suggestions through a single information service platform during the tourists'

itinerary planning stage and before their
departure, so tourists can choose the rec-

reational attractions of interest. Moreover,
tourists may plan their routes and timing of

touring according to the traffic and weather
conditions of the day, as well as be provid-

ed with integrated services such as transportation arrangement, tickets to attraction
sites, tour guide reservation, and souvenir

reservation and delivery. During the touring processes, tourists are provided with

Shaping Taipei City into
the preferred tourism city in Asia.

Communication Has Never
Been Easier with Your Personal Translation Assistant!

With a translation assistant, you'll

never have to worr y about the language barrier, allowing you to not only
enjoy local culture but also interact
with the friendly locals.

#AI
#BigDataAnalysis
#RFID
#RadioFrequencyTechnology

Figure 4. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Tourist Industry
19
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smart translation and tour guide services

sonal conditions, to improve their tourism

recreation process. Accordingly, tourists can

aimed to create long lasting benefits to the

and recreation experience. Ultimately, it is

to deepen their experience throughout the

common prosperity of the ecosystem of the

also make instant adjustment such as mak-

tourism industry.

ing additions, deletions, and corrections
in their touring plan based on their per+

Tourism

Shaping Taipei City into
the preferred tourism city in Asia.
Choose Your Adventure
with Your Own Two Eyes!

Never feel the despair of being lost again with the
smart navigation APP. The APP provides clear
directions that will navigate the city unimpeded.

#SmartDevice #AI #AR

Know All,
Do All!

Receive recommendations from locals and must-visit destinations by foreigners; open up endless travel possibilities, and never miss an exciting moment again!

#BigDataAnalysis #HolographicProject #VRintegration

City Access
At Your Fingertips!

Self-drive vehicles equipped with 5G IoT applica-

tions will provide safe and cost-eﬀective transportation for travelers.

#AI #DriverlessVehicles #IoT #BigDataAnalysis
Figure 4. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Tourist Industry
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2. Industrial Development Strategies

In order to promote the development

of the tourism industry, first of all, it is neces-

sary to improve the infrastructure of tracking recreational behaviors, to encourage

tourism-related businesses to collaborate
with technical innovators on cross-domain

resolutions, and to accelerate the grasp of
business conditions of target markets and

service transformation. The aim is to build
Taipei City into a tourism city with the abili-

ty of "on-demand preview", which offers the
best tourism quality and boasts the highest
revisit rate in Asia. The relevant industrial
development strategies are as follows:

Strategy 1 : Promotion collaboration with
technical innovators

The strategy is to encourage technical
innovators to offer innovative technical
services with respect to common complaints
in the tourism industry.

(1) Encouragement on the creation of
cross-domain resolutions: Themed on

the needs of key tourist groups (e.g.

deepening the travel experience) or
common complaints (e.g. the sharp
drop in the number of tourists due to the

global pandemic), the plan is to encour-

age and reward technical innovators

to propose scientific and technological

problem-solving schemes, to identify
significant innovative technology services, and to plan and assist in expand-

ing the experimental fields surrounding
the themes, including implementing

business models or verification of technical resolutions.

(2) Creation of a beacon effect: The idea is to
build up highlight cases of technological
tourism, to expand the demonstration

and sharing of the concept of technology

and business models, and to collaborate
with workshops, exchange meetings
and other activities, so that the offline

resources of the tourism industry can
be connected more effectively with
different industries, while accelerating

their service propagation and creation
of reinforced economic benefits through
imitating success benchmarks.

Strategy 2 : Precise grasp of recreational
behaviors

The strategy is to construct smart sensor

facilities while strengthening the grasp of
the recreational behaviors of tourists at
home and abroad.

(1) Expansion of data collection: In line

with the needs of the development of

the smart city, the idea is to deploy,

at key points in the city, various data
collection infrastructures that meet
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the regulations on personal data to

(2) Creation of themed activities: According

identify personal information for the

and after their tours, the plan is to con-

further accumulate, filter and de -

production of a variety of commercially

usable data. Meanwhile, the private
sector is encouraged to conduct data
exchanges and cooperation to expand
the data base.

(2) Strengthening the analysis on passengers:
Based on data analysis of common

tourism needs, the idea is to discover key

needs and complaints of target tourist

groups, and to design differentiated

struct the tourism experience, including
medical esthetics, food, culture, etc.

Meanwhile, industry players of interest

are to be constantly invited to partici-

pate in exchange and cooperation ac-

tivities. In line with Taipei's brand image

of international tourism, sustainable in-

centives to attract tourists to Taipei City
for touring are designed with elements
such as culture and local characteristics.

tourism themes and marketing strategies

(3) Optimization of planned tourism:

tourists and the living requirements of

analysis, the idea is to guide and divert

according to the characteristics of
residents in the region.

Strategy 3 : Extension of connection with
innovative cooperation

The strategy is to connect different tourism
nodes while guiding tourists to engage in
in-depth local recreational touring.

(1) Integration of horizontal resources:

The concept is to integrate resources

of the Department of Cultural Affairs,
Department of Information and Tourism,

Department of Transportation, and the
Department of Economic Development,
and to design different themed itineraries

and peripheral support based on Taipei's

unique culture, scenic spots, celebrations

or events, and tourists' preferences

for food and shopping in the City, so
tourists can make their own customized

itineraries or participate in itineraries
featuring unique experience.
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to the needs of tourists before, during

Through real-time or historical data
tourists to different scenic spots for
slow travel, while integrating culture
and technology to deepen the tourist
experience.
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Digital content refers to the industry

that digitizes various types of data and

integrates data with technologies, products
or services. In addition to digital technology

and digital integration services, digital

content is one of the key elements in driving
the development of the digital economy

and the industry. Furthermore, according

to the definition of digital content by the

Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry
Digital Content

Smart Health
Industry

Smart Energy
Industry

Circular Design
Industry

of Economic Affairs in 2016, the industry

(IV) Digital Content Industry

+

Digital Content
Industry

of digital content consists of five core
sub-industries, namely digital gaming,

computer animation, digital publishing
and collection, digital learning, and digital

audio and video, and three relevant sub-

industries of mobile applications, network
services, and content software.

1. Future industrial scenarios

The digital content industr y can

design content that meets the preferences

Building a high-added value innovative
base for digital content industry

Turning technology
into the stepping stone
of education!

With AI and big data analytics, students are allowed to ﬁnd the
most suitable learning resource while teachers are allowed to
promote teaching eﬀectively. No need for speciﬁc room in

virtual teaching. Desire for knowledge is the only thing you
need. Learning becomes easy and natural.

#digital learning # big data analytics #AI #adaptive learning

AR music concert is
a vicarious experience of attending
a real music concert.

AR/VR technology makes people around the world to

attend concert without limit. No more boundaries and

restrictions. It’ s free to choose a VIP area of a rock zone.
No need to worry about the ticket price at all.

#virtual reality # digital application of performance
#realtime attendance
Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Digital Content Industry
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of different consumers according to the

they partake in story narration or treasure

consumers, and allow consumers to obtain

by utilizing the scenes consumers are

characteristics and preferences of different
in-depth experience with their high degree

of willingness based on the scenarios they

are in and devices they are holding. During

consumers' experience, information of
activities and coupons offered by relevant

businesses, and surrounding stores is to
be forwarded to consumers, thus offering
precise personalized marketing activities.

In addition, consumers can be put under

scenarios similar to movie plots where
+

Digital Content

hunting through obstacle breakthroughs
situated in along with the integration of

technologies such as virtual reality, audiovisual special effects, etc. Under these

scenarios, consumers can purchase the
products and ser vices available from
cross-domain cooperative businesses in

the digital content industry; thus in turn

driving the development of the digital
content industry.

Building a high-added value innovative
base for digital content industry

Drop the gamepad and go to
the Utopia of imagination!

Apply virtual reality and social network to give a whole

new experience when playing games. Imagination will no
longer be limited by a monitor. There’s no boundaries in
the virtual world.

#virtual reality #social application
#digital imagination

Fulﬁll a dream of
walking into movie scenes!

With shooting method supporting AR and VR technol-

ogy, a movie is no longer a narrative footage. It provides a vicarious enjoyment and makes you feel like
stepping into the movie world.

#AR technology #stereoscopic narrative
#magical kingdom
Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Digital Content Industry
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2. Industrial Development Strategies

In order to promote the development

of the digital content industry, first of all, it is

necessary to integrate manufacturers'energy,
assist innovative teams in implementation

of commercialization, promote industrial
collaboration and matchmaking of business
opportunities, and to revitalize realm

spaces and facilitate local cooperation. It is

expected that Taipei City is to be built into a

"new innovative base for the digital content

industry with high attached values". The

relevant industrial development strategies
are as follows:

Strategy 1 : Expansion of teamwork and
applications

The strategy is to promote team integration

while expanding content efficiency and
organizing exchange and matchmaking
activities.

(1) Promotion of cross-team integration:

The plan is to facilitate cooperation
between emerging technologies and

the digital content industry, promote

cross-team integration by transforming

cooperation into innovative applications

in specific fields and scenarios, and
accelerate the implementation of

commercialization of technologies
and industrial upgrading, such as

cooperation among AR/VR, tradition
industr y, and innovator teams, so
as to ultimately drive the benefits
of development of digitalization by
traditional industries.

(2) Holding regular exchange activities:
strengthen creative opportunities or

Digital Content
Industry

Smart Health
Industry

Smart Energy
Industry

Circular Design
Industry

refer to Google's matchmaking meeting

held in September every year to match
the exchange between listed companies

and startup teams, including domestic
and overseas industry exchange forums,
creative alliances, Angels Fund matching, awards and subsidies, etc.

(3) Holding a game fair: refer to the Shanghai
Game Project Fair (Travel Fair) to allow

domestic and foreign content providers, publishers, and operators to ne-

gotiate IP, capital, and product release,

linking to the international market, and
stimulate The development of the domestic game industry.

Strategy 2 : Utilization of venues to
promote cooperation

The strategy is to revitalize exhibition venues

and experience halls while promoting local
cooperation between local teams.

(1) Addition of regular exhibition venues

and digital experience pavilions: The
idea is to use existing venue spaces
combined with digital content value-

added services, as regular venues for
digital content for content exchange and

display, such as AR/VR combined with
digital content. This approach is suitable

for development in various venues in
Taipei City to promote the experience

and habits of the public. It can also
p ro m ote t h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e

industry, such as exhibition pavilions,
market venues, and museums, thus

promoting shopping, consumption and
international tourism.
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(2) Fostering local industry talents and

are from government subsidy and 50%

local IP and experience activities,

during the implementation stage. The

innovator teams: The plan is to combine

local culture and public construction
(including IP utilization, digital marketing,
community building, etc.) to develop
useful local IPs in Taiwan. In addition,

fo r d o m e st i c w e l l - k n o w n I Ps , t h e
government may fund these teams to

conduct business planning, such as
foreign market layout, subsidies for

media exposure, etc., to enhance the
international image.

(3) Cooperation between digital content
and local schools: The concept is to
incorporate digital content into the local
atmosphere, digitize the venues, stimulate

the development of the integrated digital
content industry, show the value of

industrial clusters in driving the digital
economy, and encourage creative

development with open concepts, ideas
and verification.

Strategy 3 : Strengthening the infrastructure while promoting
growth

The strategy is to establish accelerators or
incubators to assist in counseling, while
properly referring strategic partners of

venture capital to preferential discounts for
creation and innovation.

(1) Establishment of incubators and accelerators: The idea is to screen and select
innovator teams with commercial po-

tential for incentives during their initial
startup stage, and subsidize them with

government funds (where 50% of funds
26

of the funds from the enterprise itself)

subsidies from the government shall be
advanced in accordance with progress

stated in the KPI. The idea lies in that
the manufacturers are to develop their

business models while the government
is to subsidize part of the funds re-

quired to assist the growth of innovator

teams and promote the development
of the industry .

(2) Counselling the innovator teams for

creation and innovation: The plan is to

assist the innovator teams in their funding needs during their seed and angel
rounds, and to provide these innovator

teams with personnel subsidies, tax
deductions and other entrepreneurial

benefits, to help accelerate the product
development process and assess development risks.

(3) Promotion of industry-academia collaboration and professional teaching:
The concept is to promote an internship

mechanism to bridge the gap between

industry and academia, and to support
the growth momentum of the industry.

Moreover, training institutions are to be

set up, where professional instructors

are to guide students to complete work
through learning by doing. Accordingly,
the digital content industry can also be

assisted with the acquisition of talents
from personnel in military service designated for research and development
service.
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(V) Smart Health Industry

According to the definition of the

World Health Organization (WHO), smart

health care (eHealth) is the "application
o f i n f o r m a t i o n a n d co m m u n i c a t i o n

technology (ICT) in the field of health

and medical care". The idea is to
use information and communication

technology (ICT) in the world to promote
and strengthen the development of the
+

Smart Health

Digital Content
Industry

Smart Health
Industry

Smart Energy
Industry

Circular Design
Industry

health field, enhance the accessibility
and benefit of medical care, and reduce

medical costs. Therefore, "smart

health" as defined in this study is

about the combination of information
and communication technolog y and
biotechnolog y within the health and

welfare industry. The scope of the industry
shall correspond to the industry standard

classification as specified by Directorate

G e n e ra l o f B u d g e t , A cco u n t i n g a n d

Build a smart and healthy city
for all-age home services Smart Health City

Virtual clinic room:
The room that cares about
your health most

With the support of holographic projection
technology, the doctor can be projected

from the hospital to the patient's home, to
reduce the time cost of going see a doctor.

#Virtual Reality #Holographic Image
#CloudMedical Record

Virtual preoperotive drill.
Get to see all details.

Use holographic projection technology to pres-

ent the lesions that have worried the patient for
a long time. Provide a clearer description of the

patient’ s condition and help the medical team
reach a consensus with the patient. Seeing a
doctor is no longer an unimaginable issue.

#Holographic Image #Virtual Application
#Precision Medical #Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Figure 6. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Health Industry
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Statistics, Executive Yuan. The smart

health industry includes the biotechnology

i n d u st r y, h e a l t h c a r e i n d u st r y, a n d
information service industry.

According to the definition by Industrial

Development Bureau of the Ministry of

Economic Affairs, biotechnology shall
include the applied biotechnolog y

i n d u s t r y, p h a r m a c e u t i c a l i n d u s t r y,
and medical equipment industry. The
health and welfare industry shall include
three sub-industries and two sub-

fields, namely applied biotechnolog y

i n d u s t r y, p h a r m a c e u t i c a l i n d u s t r y,
medical equipment industry, and health

promotion, health and well-being.
Furthermore, according to characteristics
of the industry, there are further categories

of health promotion and health and

w e l fa re p ro d u cts , h ea l t h p ro m ot i o n
services, health and welfare services, and
information and communication services.
+

Smart Health

1. Future industrial scenarios

The smart health industr y utilize

rele vant equipment and wearable
de vices in our daily lives to monitor
personalized physiological data, while

r e g u l a r l y p r o v i d i n g t h e h ea l t h d ata
accumulated along with health check

reports to physicians who at the remote

end can then perform precise diagnosis,
treatment and personalized medication
recommendations, thus reducing medical
side effects and emergency alarms. In

addition, these devices can also be used

as personal housekeepers for family health

and safety. By monitoring the activities
and physiological data of children or the
elderly at home, the family and medical

institutions can be notified immediately

upon emergency. Accordingly, not only can

regrets be avoided, but also household

members who go out for work are worryfree during their work.

Build a smart and healthy city
for all-age home services Smart Health City

The personal butler
who knows your body best

For those who have patients in their family but can’t accompany them to remind of medication, they can remotely monitor

patients’health status through a complete health monitoring
system in real-time. In case of an emergency, the family can

contact immediately and follow-up on the condition for the
future medical record, which makes it possible to take care of
ones’family and do the work at the same time

#IoT Application #Big Data #Healthcare
#Physiological Monitoring

Figure 6. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Health Industry
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Build a smart and healthy city
for all-age home services Smart Health City
Be healthy in a smart way,
don’t push yourself too far.

Take care of your body to be more capable of sharing love. Whether it is prevention or treatment,

smart health can provide suitable and precise diet
plans, exercise, and rehabilitation arrangements

based on big data analysis combining artiﬁcial intelligence and the medical system.

#Artiﬁcial Intelligence #Big Data #Healthcare
#Virtual Application #Physiological Monitoring
Figure 6. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Health Industry

2. Industrial Development Strategies

In order to promote the development

of the smart health industry, first of all, it is
necessary to improve the support system

around the biomedical field, to promote
cross-industry collaboration, verification
and maintenance of venues, to encourage

industry-government-academia-researchmedicine collaboration, and to accelerate
improvement in the convenience and

medical efficienc y of holistic health
services, to ultimately build Taipei City
into a "smart and healthy city with home
services for all ages". The relevant industrial
development strategies are as follows:

Strategy 1 : Deepening innovative energy
within the industry

The strateg y is to link academic and

research resources to facilitate exchanges
over networks while promoting innovation
momentum in the industry.

(1) Promotion of technology transactions:
The concept is to establish a patent

database of biotech manufacturers
in Taipei, which is to be made public
on the Bio@Taipei website to allow

information-searching, quick patentscreening, or technology transfers by

innovator teams or manufacturers

l o o k i n g fo r co o p e rat i v e pa r t n e r s .
Accordingly, the commercialization

of innovative technologies can be
accelerated, and product or technology

display and exchange space can be
provided in relevant industrial clusters,

thus technological matchmaking between

domestic and foreign manufacturers can
be promoted.

(2) Promotion of network exchanges: The
idea is to utilize relevant incubation

venues located in Taipei Biotechnology

Park and the future Beitou-Shilin Science
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a n d Te c h n o l o g y Pa r k to p ro m ote

residence in the parks by academic
and research institutions who focus

examples.

on health, or by law and intellectual

Strategy 3 : Linkage to International

industry. Also, professional exchange

The strategy is to assist biotechnology

(such as keynote speeches, experience

the enterprises can expand their global

property firms acting as a supporting
activities with the theme on smart health
sharing, and cross domain exchanges by
authoritative personnel) are to be held

to promote the collaboration between
cross domain technical innovators

and biomedical practitioners, and to
strengthen resource integration and
cluster benefits.

Strategy 2 : Verification of feasibility of
services in the realm

The strategy is to promote the verification
of innovative applications and expedited

ser vices while shaping all-age ser vice
models.

(1) Verification of service model: The plan is
to assist relevant smart health enterprises

to participate in the experimental field

through vendor proposals for empirical

demonstration, to assist the exposure
of those manufacturers involved in
POC cases under the Taipei Smart City
Industrial Field Experimental Pilot

Project, and to Improve the chances

of implementation of the empirical
demonstration projects.

(2) Increasing biotechnology awards: The
Taipei Biotechnology Award is to further

incorporate awards related to smart

health applications, to promote the
introduction of public and private field,
30

and to establish benchmark application

Market

enterprises in their sales overseas so that

markets and increase their international
influence.

(1) Matchmaking for business opportunity:
The concept is to assist the City's biotechnology enterprises and innovator teams

to negotiate business one-on-one with
domestic and foreign manufacturers.
The matchmaking is to be accurate to

create business opportunities and accelerate the commercialization for technologies of newly created products.

(2) Layout in the global market: The idea

is to Integrate and organize enterprises
into groups to participate in overseas

exhibitions, so that technical exchanges
can be enhanced, new international

ideas and trends can be observed, and
international visibility can be elevated.
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(VI) Smart Energy Industry

Although there is no consensus on

the definition of smart energy presently

a r o u n d t h e g l o b e , t h i s st u d y, a f t e r
compilation and summarization from

Digital Content
Industry

Smart Health
Industry

Smart Energy
Industry

Circular Design
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namely "energy creation", "transmission
a n d d i st r i b u t i o n " , " e n e rg y u s e " a n d
"energy service".

1. Future industrial scenarios

The smart energy industry is to con-

m u l t i p l e re p o r ts , d e f i n e s t h e s m a r t

nect relevant energy devices in people's

"applies information technologies such

energy-storing micro-devices, energy-con-

e n e rg y i n d u st r y a s a n i n d u st r y t h at

as the Internet of Things (IOT) to the
real-time monitoring and analysis of

the production, storage, transmission

and distribution, and use of energy; and
conducts real-time detection, analysis, and
optimization management through big

data and cloud computing, thus forming
a mechanism for emerging production
and comprehensive management with

optimization, transparency, decentralization,

customization, and social networking."
Accordingly, it can be seen that the smart

energy industry is to include four facets,
+

Smart energy

daily lives, such as energy-generating and
suming appliances, etc. through smart

technology, collect, analyze, and estimate
data on the normal energy consumption

habits of people. Furthermore, the custom-

ized smart use combing renewable energy
such as biomass, solar energy and high-efficiency devices will enable everyone to

take advantage of smart energy, either

while mobile or at home, without being restrained due to environmental sustainabil-

ity considerations, while still satisfying the
goal of energy saving and carbon reduction
in global cities.

Building a metropolitan-type development
base for the smart energy industry

Sustainable connection of smart home appliances
Using artiﬁcial intelligence and Internet of Things technology to inte-

grate all electrical appliances in the household not only can pre-prepare your bath water before your returning home and considerately

set the indoor temperature with air-conditioning adjustment, but also
can assist in preheating your pre-prepared meals. With all-around
smart controlling, the application of smart appliances can perfectly

meet your demands, and through precise energy management, electricity use can be more eﬀective, thus saving on your electricity bills.

#IoT Application #Artiﬁcial Intelligence #Big Data Analysis

Figure 7. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Energy Industry
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+

Smart energy

Building a metropolitan-type development
base for the smart energy industry
A new symbiosis between renewable
energy and the living environment!

Utilizing the conversion of common natural energy such as

solar energy and wind energy, the energy from nature is

turned into the power for life. With renewable energy eﬀectively created and the planning of home appliances embedded with artiﬁcial intelligence, saving excess electricity at
home becomes possible. How amazing it is to have your
own micro power plant right at your own home!
#Artiﬁcial Intelligence #Renewable Energy
#Energy Circulation

The everlasting biomass energy!

Biomass energy is extensively used as a new type of power
generation source. Constructing a green energy garden on

the roof of the building can not only reduce the heat accumulation eﬀect caused by solar radiation, but also convert
the organic waste and other agricultural and forest waste

resulting from the plant life cycle into marsh gas to be used
as the main source of biomass energy, thus realizing a
wonderful life of circular energizing.

#Biomass Energy #Circular Energizing
#Environmentally-friendly Powering

Smart mobility enables the energy-saving!

Under the integration of big data analysis and artiﬁcial

intelligence, various electrical mobile appliances can pro-

vide users with more accurate and proper electricity management and charging suggestions based on factors such

as real-time traﬃc conditions, road conditions and distances, thus reducing traﬃc accidents and enabling a wiser use
of energy and resources.

#Big Data Analysis #Artiﬁcial Intelligence
#IoT Application # Mobile Electricity
Figure 7. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Smart Energy Industry
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2. Industrial Development Strategies

In order to promote the development of

the smart energy industry, first it is necessary
to strengthen the linkage and application

of energy data information, to assist the
industry in linking innovative development

resources, to encourage industry players

to propose the portfolios and operating
mechanism of smart energy resolutions,

and to enhance citizens' awareness and
willingness to accept the introduction of

smart energy. It is expected that Taipei City
is to become a " Metropolitan Base for the

development of the Smart Energy Industry."
The rele vant industrial de velopment
strategies are as follows:

Strategy 1 : Environment construction
through public-private collaboration

The strategy is to establish the fundamental

environment required for the development
of the smart energy industry.

(1) Construction of the energy information
network in Taipei City: The challenge

is to connect the energy information
collected in public venues by different

administrative regions in Taipei City
i n t h e pa st . W h e re i n fo r m at i o n i s

co n n e cte d i n o rd e r sta r t i n g f ro m
public venues and important business

offices in different administrative

regions, then gradually expanded to
general communities and buildings,
the infrastructure network for energy

information in the entire Taipei City can
be completed.
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(2) Exchange and sharing of value-added

data : Not only can energy and relevant
data help the municipal government

achieve more effective management,
b u t i t ca n a l s o h e l p t h e i n d u st r y

create business designs closer to

consumers' needs. Therefore, the Taipei
City Government strives to conduct

collaborative work in bridging the data
gap existing i n t h e d evelopment of

smart energy by allocating data and

information of commercial value in the
public sector, as well as by engaging in
data exchange and data sharing with the

private sector through the "Taipei City
Data Platform".

Strategy 2 : Attraction to engagement in
market expansion

The strategy is to attract citizens to introduce energy improvement resolutions

while enlarging the market scale in order
to attract more smart energy participants
to invest.

(1) Knowledge education and exchange

of new knowledge: First, it is necessary
to strategically guide citizens to form

proper awareness of the energy

improvement resolutions, so that they

can potentially revise their concept that

"the improvement process is complex,
the investment cost is high, and the

recovery efficiency is low", and then

can boost their willingness for energy
improvement, thus being urged to
voluntarily participate in and purchase
the energy improvement resolutions.
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(2) Strengthening the use of resources and

(2) Linking technical resources: The plan is

strengthen the existing counseling ser-

large enterprises in the smart energy

attracting participation: The plan is to
vices, that is, to adjust the model from
the current "on-site diagnosis by the on-

line counseling team" into "single window consultation

→ on-site diagnosis

→ promotion and publicity of excellent
energy saving." Through the single-window consultation, suitable industrial
and commercial participants and com-

munity management committees are

selected to improve the effectiveness of
the implementation of the policy and the
resources of "on-site diagnosis". In addition, we are to set up performance com-

mendation activities to establish bench-

mark examples to catalyze the chain
effect through imitation by the industry.

Strategy 3 : Resource linkage and industry innovation

The aim is to provide the resources needed
for the growth of the industry and assist rel-

evant enterprises to establish a cooperative
network.

(1) Linking of capital resources: The idea is
to assist the energy industry in linking

different funds to meet their development needs, for example, the energy

industr y can cooperate with the fi-

nancial industry to provide loans with
preferential interest rates, or innovative

incentives and subsidies; or participants

in the smart energy industry can obtain
adequate funds through the green pro-

curement mechanism of the municipal
government, so that they can continue
to operate and grow.
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to invite relevant domestic and foreign

industry, research institutes, guilds and

associations to cooperate with relevant
innovator teams in the smart energy industry in Taipei, where smart technology

software and hardware components are
provided by large enterprises, and cre-

ative ideas are provided by the innovator teams for the construction of the in-

novative cooperative network. Through
the cooperation, large enterprises can

obtain more creative ideas and inno-

vator teams can obtain hardware and
software technical support. Thus, the

development of products and services
can be completed in a more accelerated
way, hence, a win-win result.

(3) Linking verification resources: Through
the model of theme proposal by the City

Government and resolution proposal by

the industry, energy-related industries
are encouraged to propose creative

solutions among which the ones with
better feasibility are selected. The gov-

ernment is then to provide the coordination for the selected proposals in terms

of verification venues and resources re-

quired, to help the industry obtain credible result data and expand their market.
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(VII) Circular Design Industry

Circular design refers to the introduction

of new technologies and new ideas into the
various stages of product manufacturing,

use, and disposal by design, before giving
new life to the product and improving the

efficiency of the use of various resources.

The scope of circular design includes
+

Circular design

Digital Content
Industry

Smart Health
Industry

Smart Energy
Industry

Circular Design
Industry

materials, manufacturing, service, and life
cycle extension. Therefore, circular design

does not only refer to the design industry,
but also requires cross-domain innovation
with new materials and new technologies.

1. Future industrial scenarios

The circular design industry focuses on

introducing the concept of circular econo-

Leading resources and enterprises

A model city for sustainable development trends

Create a zero-waste relationship for
the environment and people!

Right from product design, environmentally-friendly raw ma-

terials are selected, and after-sales services such as replace-

ment, upgrade with low cost, etc. can help changing people's habits. This practice can also construct a positive circu-

lation of making good use of resources and being kind to the
environment, thus achieving the goal of zero waste.

#Big Data Analysis #9 Artiﬁcial Intelligence
#Circular Regeneration #Green Energy Options

Eﬀortlessly creating things by hand

Using technologies of augmented reality and holographic

imaging to create, edit, copy the imagination in your mind.

Use easy-to-recycle or easy-to-decompose materials and 3D

printing to quickly print out the objects you need. Everyone
can create their own customized components to meet their
simple Do-It-Yourself (DIY) needs.

#3D Printing #Virtual Applications #Hand-made Objects

Figure 8. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Circular Design Industry
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my at the source. Through different designs

matically provide the waste to the recycling

business models, consumers may natural-

into production materials for other prod-

of engineering, service, management, or
ly come up with new idea of waste reuse

when using goods or services without noticing the impact; Or, customers may auto-

+

Circular design

industry for the waste to be transformed

ucts. Ultimately, the aim is to achieve the
goal of a sustainable circular development
with zero waste for the globe as a whole.

Leading resources and enterprises

A model city for sustainable development trends

Smart leasing - everyone can collect rent

With the new business model of“to lease not to buy”, every-

one can lease out what they own to other people in need,

whether it is photographic equipment that is temporarily
unused by oneself, sports equipment that is only used once in

a while, or cars that are less-used. According to a person’s
usage habits, required time, and budget constraints, one can

ﬁnd the most suitable leasing plan available. This smart
leasing not only can save your storage space, but also can
enhance a new life of sharing beautiful things.

#Big Data Analysis #Artiﬁcial Intelligent # Smart Leasing

Discovery of product lifeline lies in you and me!

The use of three-dimensional scanning skills combined with
artiﬁcial intelligence and big data computing not only can

allow us to grasp the consumption status and the remaining

capacity of the object in real-time, but also can integrate the
common demands of other people for the same object in

either exchange or sharing format. This practice allows us to
create more eﬀective objects, thus a model of making the
complete use of the object.

#Big Data Analysis #Artiﬁcial Intelligent #3D Scanning

Figure 8. Schematic Diagram of Future Scenarios in the Circular Design Industry
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2. Industrial Development Strategies

In order to promote the development

of the circular design industry, it is neces-

sary to improve the software and hardware

infrastructure related to circular design, to

support the cross-domain/cross-industry

Digital Content
Industry

Smart Health
Industry

Smart Energy
Industry

Circular Design
Industry

close the information of each recycling
location for enterprises to optimize ex-

isting recycling or disposal mechanisms,
and to help the industry participants

improve the efficiency of the processing
resources.

coordination and cooperation of industry,

(3) A Resource Exchange Platform Database

creative transformation to attract enter-

Taipei City is shared on the open data

government, and academia, and to explore
prises to respond and promote a virtuous

circle. The goal is to shape Taipei City into
a “model city that leads the trend of sus-

tainable development of resources and

enterprises". The relevant industrial development strategies are as follows:

Strategy 1 : Digital transformation for
resource efficiency

The aim is to introduce smart technology to

recycling bases, processing sites, and other

units for them to grasp the resource flow
information.

(1) Construction of a precise mechanism

for waste management: The plan is to
encourage and assist major waste recy-

cling bases and processing institutions
in Taipei City to install monitoring de-

vices with IoT and other technologies,
so that the information related to waste
collection, concentration, transporta-

tion, processing, or remanufacturing
can be more transparent and real-time,

while the management efficiency can be
enhanced.

(2) Refinement of the recycling mechanism:
The idea is to regularly analyze and dis-

on the main waste flow and flow rate of
platform to assist relevant recycling

design enterprises to quickly connect

with each other, while identifying key
nodes with business opportunities.

Strategy 2 : Circular design for innovative
thinking

The strategy is to provide counselling to
relevant circular design enterprises on
their innovative transformation design
from the source.

(1) Introduction of support to design

thinking: Assistance is to be provided,
through courses or workshops, to
those who are interested in joining the
circular economy industry for them

to understand the concept of design
thinking, while successful cases are

to be referred to guide manufacturers

to propose their unique innovative
practices.

(2) Consultation, counselling, and assis-

tance on transformation: The strategy is

to provide consultation and counselling

measures for relevant circular design enterprises, match other related resourc-

es for the enterprises, and to assist the
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industry in implementing their design
results.

(3) Counselling for marketing promotion:
For enterprises that desire to develop

a circular economy, counselling for
marketing promotion is provided to

assist enterprises in preparing different
marketing plans and striving for more
capital investment or sales increase.

Strategy 3 : Construction of a network of
resource collaboration

The strategy is to encourage the industry,
government, academia, and research to

engage in cross-industry or cross-domain
exchanges and cooperation.

(1) Platform for the industry-government-ac-

ademia-research exchange: The idea is to
match up different recycling & disposal

enterprises and enterprises utilizing cir-

ing business models that support the

to discuss and review resolutions to

aimed to drive enterprises to acceler-

cular resources for exchanges, for them
common needs or key challenges, so as

ate the circular product design and the

long-term development.

for product servicing.

to assist the circular design industry in its
(2) Green financial investment: The idea is

to assist the circular design industry in

negotiations with financial institutions,
so that loans with low interest rates are

provided to relevant circular design
industries to encourage venture capital
enterprises to invest.

(3) Promotion of green procurement: The
idea is to start with the public sector
first. Through the concept of "to lease
not to buy"and "purchasing services" or

the approach of "preferentially adopt38

development of circular economy", it is
innovation of circular business models
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III. Common Policy Tools for
Future Key Industries

entire industry, such as projects of 5G

to i n d i v i d u a l i n d u st r i e s , Ta i p e i C i t y

technology development are provided for

In addition to providing assistance

Government also proposes the following

five approaches to the resource needs of
common policies in future key industries

to improve the infrastructure required for
industrial development.

1. Construction of infrastructure
such as IoT and improvement of
innovative laws and regulations
to optimize the foundation for
promotion of the industry
In view of the relatively high resource

consumption and risks in early stages of

new technology services, the development
strategy of "Basic + Add-on" is adopted
where the Taipei City Government is to
support relevant industries in integrating
te c h n o l o g i ca l re s o u rce s o f re s ea rc h

and development to build necessar y

infrastructure projects required by the

co m m u n i cat i o n e n v i ro n m e n t , c l o u d

services, software and hardware related to

Intelligent sensing, etc. Also, resources for
sharing.

In addition, while enterprises are

conducting the development, testing and
verification for their innovative services,

subsidies, investment deductions or

other tax incentives are supplemented for
enterprises to enhance their willingness

to introduce innovative technologies and

drive industrial investment. In addition,
assistance is in place for the introduction

of innovative laws and regulations and
the optimization of the foundation for the

development of the industry. For those

enterprises that intend to invest in R&D
and services in line with the trends of new
technological services and applications

(such as unmanned vehicles, autonomous
driving equipment, telemedicine, and
financial payment technology), they are to

be referred to the responsible authority for
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the interpretation and flexible application

co m p e t i t i o n s , s u c h a s h a c k a t h o n s ,

diffusion of innovative services.

Accordingly, localization of innovative

of laws and regulations to accelerate the

2. Planning of special empirical
zones to accelerate the diffusion

of innovative concepts through
local service trials

M a n y e n te r p r i s e s l a c k e m p i r i ca l

field testing when proposing innovative

technology applications. The Taipei City

Government tries to allow access to public
venues to conduct cross-domain testing

and verification for products and services,
as well as to meet the gaps in market
demand in different fields, and to assist
in the adjustment of innovative concepts

in POC cases. The idea is to encourage

the public to participate in innovative
technological solutions, while eliminating

ga p s i n p e rce pt i o n b et w e e n s e r v i ce

providers and the public. This ultimately

will assist enterprises in accelerating the

application services has been explored with

respect to gaps between public policies

and urban demands, and public services

are used to support the development and

empirical demonstration of applications
of the new technology service industry. In
addition, small and medium enterprises

are assisted in linking venture capital

resources to enhance their willingness to
introduce innovative technologies. The

aimed is to drive industrial investment and
cross-domain cooperation, to create a new
industrial ecology.

4. Open data base and exchange
are to be expanded to release

the value of commercial data,
and enhance the efficiency of
industrial operation

The new technology service industry

adjustment and optimization of innovative

is the cornerstone of supporting the digital

implementation of commercialization.

a key role in the digital transformation of

products and ser vices and speed the

3. Creation of innovative services
and promotion of a matching
platform to develop a high-

quality ecosystem for business
services

transformation of the industry. Data plays
the industry. How to safely and effectively
trade and integrate various data and create

greater value through diverse and cross-

applications becomes major issue in the
development of new technology services.

In the future, efforts will be devoted to

To drive the initial market development

horizontally linking data with commercial

of the people , and improve the quality of

e x pa n d i n g t h e o p e n d ata ba s e , a n d

of new technology services, meet the needs
urban life, the Taipei City Government has

shaped an atmosphere of technological
innovation applications through innovation
40

innovative application exhibitions, etc.

value within the Taipei City Government,
encouraging enterprises to participate in
commercial data sharing and value-added

initiatives. The goal is to expand the existing
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technology projects to shaping new service

scenarios and business models, through the
final process of eliminating the inferior and

keeping the superior in order to maintain
operation and create growth momentum,

business owners and employees often lack
the corresponding innovative capabilities,

which subsequently affect their willingness
to participate in the digital transformation.

In view of this, professional consulta-

tion, successful cases of corporate trans-

formation, and on-the-job training courses
are provided through the integration of industry-academia-research resources. In accordance with the operational complaints
encountered in corporate transformation,

through benchmark cases and practices,

business owners and employees are guided
open data base, gradually improve the

exchange mechanism of the data market

and ultimately enhance the operational
efficiency of the industry.

5. Talent within the technology

service are to be cultivated and

the integration of cross-domain
knowledge is to be strength-

ened to drive the momentum of
industrial upgrading and transformation

Innovative talents provides a key

element for the successful transformation

of an enterprise, as well an obstacle

for enterprises to invest in emerging
technologies or introduce innovative

applications. From the selection of suitable

to strengthen their own capacity for digitalization and related skills. In addition, Taipei
City boasts its rich resources of colleges and

universities that are the most abundant in

Taiwan. Through matchmaking and refer-

ring of innovative teams from schools to
enterprises that intend to participate in dig-

ital transformation, the teams can undergo

practice in actual business venues. The

Taipei City Government is to further assist

enterprises in allocating potential business
transformation solutions within limited resources and time. From these solutions, the
innovative transformation required for an

enterprise to boost their business is sought
to create a win-win situation through the

innovative matchmaking of supply and demand of manpower.
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IV. Summary of the Development Strategies for Future Key
Industries
II. Future Key
Industries

Future Development Strategies
1. Improvement on infrastructure: The strategy is to strengthen the

infrastructure of information flow, cash flow and logistics to meet
the needs of industrial transformation.

Smart Retail

2. Encouragement for Industrial innovation: The strategy is to
encourage industries to participate in digital transformation while
introducing innovative applications of emerging technologies.

3. Assistance in retailer transformation: The strategy is to accelerate

the introduction of retail technologies by local retailers while
increasing output value and optimizing consumers' experience.

1. Integration of the ecosystem of supporting services: The strategy

is to integrate peripheral supporting services surrounding the
exhibition while optimizing the service ecosystem.

Exhibition

2. Deployment of IOT infrastructure: The strategy is to construct the

IOT infrastructure for exhibition venues by linking information,
communications and telecommunications industries.

3. Strengthening the ability of industry professionals: The strategy is

to assist exhibition professionals to upgrade their necessary skills
through provided counseling and training.

1. Promote collaboration with technical innovators: The strategy is

to encourage technical innovators to offer innovative technical
services with respect to common complaints in the tourism

Tourism

industry.

2. Precise grasp of recreational behaviors: The strategy is to construct
smart sensor facilities while strengthening the grasp of the
recreational behaviors of tourists at home and abroad.

3. Extension of connection in innovative cooperation: The strategy
is to connect different tourism nodes while guiding tourists to
engage in in-depth local recreational touring.
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Future Development Strategies
1. Expansion of teamwork and applications: The strategy is to

promote team integration while expanding content efficiency and
organizing exchange and matchmaking activities.

2. Utilization of venues to promote cooperation: The strategy is to
Digital Content

revitalize exhibition venues and experience halls while promoting
cooperation between local teams.

3. Strengthening the infrastructure while promoting growth:

The strategy is to set up accelerators or incubators to assist in
counseling, while properly referring strategic partners of venture
capital and offering preferential deductions for innovation and
entrepreneurship.

1. Deepening the innovative energy in the industry: The strategy is to

link academic and research resources to facilitate exchange over
network while promoting innovation momentum in the industry.

Smart Health

2. Verification of feasibility of services in the realm: The strategy is to

promote the verification of innovative applications and expedited
services while shaping an all-age service model.

3. Linkage to International Markets: The strategy is to assist
biotechnology enterprises in their sales overseas so that the

enterprises can expand their global markets and increase their
international influence.

1. Environment construction through public-private collaboration:
The strategy is to establish the infrastructure required for the
development of the smart energy industry.

Smart energy

2. Attraction to engage in market expansion: The strategy is to
attract citizens to introduce energy improvement solutions while

enlarging the market scale in order to attract more smart energy
players to invest.

3. Resource linkage and industry innovation: The strategy is to
provide the resources needed for the growth of the industry and
assist relevant enterprises to establish a cooperative network.
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II. Future Key
Industries

Future Development Strategies
1. Digital transformation for resource efficiency: The strategy is to

introduce smart technology to recycling bases, processing sites,
and other units for them to utilize resource flow information.

Circular design

2. Circular design for innovative thinking: The strategy is to provide
counseling to relevant circular design enterprises assist their
innovative transformation design from the source.

3. Construction of a network of resource collaboration: The strategy

is to encourage the industry, government, academia, and research

to engage in cross-industry or cross-domain exchanges and
cooperation.

1. Construction of infrastructure such as IoT and improvement of
innovative laws and regulations to optimize the foundation for
promotion of the industry.

2. Planning of special empirical zones to accelerate the diffusion of
Common Policy
Tools

innovative concepts through local service trials.

3. Creation of innovative services and promotion of a matching
platform to develop a high-quality ecosystem for business services.

4. Open data base and exchange are to be expanded to release the
value of commercial data, and enhance the efficiency of industrial
operations.

5. Talent within new technology services is to be cultivated and the

integration of cross-domain knowledge is to be strengthened to
drive the momentum of industrial upgrading and transformation.
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Chapter 3.

Conclusion
To realize the City's vision of a "Livable

that Taipei City has a chance to step up to

Economic Development of the Taipei City

gateway, constituting the top place for

and Sustainable City", the Department of
Government has begun to formulate new

visions and development strategies for
Taipei's future industries since 2019. Re-

cently, with the ever-increasing struggles
between the U.S. and China in the economic and technological fields, the global out-

break of the crown pneumonia pandemic
(Covid-19), and Taiwan's official transition

to the fifth-generation (5G) mobile commu-

nication technology for commercial applications, Taipei's future industrial develop-

ment has been facing different challenges
and opportunities as a result of relevant
evolutions of international economic and

trade, social environment, and technological development.

As we know, the economic and tech-

nological competition between the US and
China has initiated the reorganization of the

global industry supply chains. Many multinational enterprises and Taiwanese businesses have adopted the strategy of establishing their operations in a third location to

reduce the risk of excessive concentration

of investment in a single region. As the top
city of Taiwan, Taipei City has boasted of its

complete infrastructure and high-quality
professional talent. At a time when foreign

capital and Taiwanese businesses are in-

creasingly investing in Taiwan, it is believed
46

the role of Taiwan's economic and trade
enterprises to establish their "innovative

smart hub/headquarters". Furthermore, not

only has the raging COVID-19 pandemic this

year severely hit the economies of various
countries, but it also subverted people's

existing lifestyles and working models. Concepts emphasizing social distancing such

as "zero touch" and "remote style" have

dominated society. Those enterprises that
can make good use of technology to realize a "zero-touch economy" are the biggest

winners under the impact of the pandemic.
Such trends also highlight the urgency of

the industry's accelerated digital transformation.

In the post-pandemic era, in addition

to learning to coexist with more uncertainties, the industry also needs to make good

use of emerging technologies to build their
competitive advantages and create devel-

opment models with more resilience. At

this time of drastic changes in the external
environment, the proposals in the "Taipei

Future Industrial Development in 2030
White paper (referred to as 'the White paper')" can be regarded as a demonstration

of the Taipei City Government's active ef-

forts in the future industrial development of
Taipei City.
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This White paper combines the col-

ing industries, assist industries to create

of industry, government, academia, and

opportunities and government tax reve-

lective efforts of experts in various fields

research. With respect to the future indus-

trial development of Taipei City, we are
proposing three key directions-smart living,

healthy living, and sustainable environ-

ment. Under these three key directions,
seven key industries are proposed, namely:

smart retail, exhibition industry, tourism
industry, digital content, smart health,
smart energy, and recycling design. Indus-

trial development constitutes a critical key
to shape a happy life for citizens, and it is

hoped that a positive circulation between
industrial development and a "livable and

sustainable" city can be shaped. The aims
are to promote the development of emerg-

added value, and to create high-quality job
nues, so that ultimately the government is

enabled to continue the optimization of the
industrial development environment.

In the future, industry projects are to

be planned based on this White paper. With
the policy guidelines of "from inside out"

and "from public sectors to private sectors",
existing policy resources are to properly be

made good use of, the future development

of industry in Taipei City is to be pragmatically promoted, and Taipei City is to be
shaped as a model city for the prosperous
development of industry.
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